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ABST RACT : 

The overview of the cloud computing makes storage 

outsourcing become a growing fashion, which 

promotes the secure remote data auditing a warm 

subject matter that regarded in the research literature. 

Recently some research considered the hassle of 

comfortable and efficient public data integrity 

auditing for shared dynamic data. However, those 

schemes are still not relaxed in opposition to the 

collusion of cloud storage server and revoked 

organization users all through user revocation in 

realistic cloud storage device. In this paper, we 

determine out the collusion attack in the exiting 

scheme and provide an efficient public integrity 

auditing scheme with at ease group user cancellation 

based totally on vector commitment and verifier-

nearby revocation organization signature. We design 

a concrete scheme based at the scheme definition. 

Our scheme preserving the public checking and 

efficient user revocation and also a few quality 

residences, such as confidently, performance, 

countability and traceability of secure group user 

revocation. Finally, the security and investigational 

analysis show that in comparison with its relevant 

schemes our scheme is likewise comfortable and 

efficient. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of allotted computing rouses 

endeavors and institutions to outsource their facts 

data tothird-birthday celebration cloud provider 

providers  (CSPs), in an effort to improve the storage 

problem of useful resource, constrain nearbydevices. 

Recently, some buying and selling cloud storage 

offerings, together with the simple storage carrier 

(S3) on line records backupofferings of Amazon and 

some practical cloud primarily based software 

program Google Drive, Dropbox , Mozy , Bitcasa, 

and Memopal,had been assemble for cloud utility. 

Since the cloud servers may return an invalid bring 

about some instances, consisting ofserver 

hardware/software failure, human protection and 

malicious assault, new kinds of guarantee of data  

integrityand accessibility are required to protect the 

safety and privacy of cloud user’s records. To 

overcome the above vitalsafety dare of these days’s 

cloud storage offerings, easy replication and 

protocols like Rabin’s facts dispersion scheme.Are a 

ways from practical software. Recently, the 

improvement of cloud computing boosted a few 

programs, wherein thecloud provider is used as a 

collaboration platform. In those software program 

improvement environments, a couple of users in 

ainstitution want to proportion the source code, and 

they demand to get admission to, modify, compile 

and run the shared source code at anytime and region. 

The current cooperation network version in cloud 

makes the remote data auditing schemes come to 

beimpractical, where simplest the data owner can be 

replace its records. Evidently, trivially expanding a 

scheme with an internetdataowner to replace the data 

for a group is irrelevant for the data owner. It will 

purpose extensive communiactionand computation 

overhead to data owner, with the intention to result in 

the single factor of data owner. To bring more than 

one user data proposed records integrity primarily 

based on ring signature. To growth the previous 

scheme and make the scheme efficient,scalable and 

collusion resistant designed a dynamic public 

integrity auditing scheme with group user revocation. 

Wediscern out the collusion attack within the exiting 

scheme and offer an green public integrity auditing 

scheme withrelaxed group user revocation based 

totally on vector commitment and verifier-local 

disannualationgroup signature. It provide protection 

evaluation of our scheme, and it shows that our 

scheme provide statistics confidentiality for 
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organization users, and it's alsoat ease against the 

collusion attack from the cloud storage server and 

revoked institution users. 

 

II. RELATED W ORKS 

1) Tao Jiang, Xiao Feng Chen, and Jian Feng  Ma: “ 

Public Integrity Auditing for Shared Dynamic Cloud  

Data with  Group  Us er Revocat ion .”  

This paper represent comfortable and efficient public 

data integrity auditing for sharing dynamic data 

towards the collusionattack, Provide secure group 

user revocation base on VC(Vector Commitment) 

and VLR(Verifier -local 

revocation)organizationsignature. Organizations 

outsource personal data to third party auditor 

CSP(Cloud Service providers). Contribution of those 

scheme:Propose efficient data auditing scheme by 

using the usage of VC and AGKA (Asymmetric 

institution keyagreement),GS(Groupsignature)to 

assist ciphertext group user  revocationand 

encrypt/decrypt share database. CSM (Cloud storage 

model) indicate 3 entities: 

1. CSS (Cloud garage server): percentage privilege to 

get right of access to and alter number of 

organization customers. 

2. GU (Group  pers on) who're legal to get right of 

entry to and adjust the data with the aid of the data 

owner. 

3. TPA : any entity which able to conduct data 

integrity of proportion data storage in cloud server. 

2) Madhuri R. Rokade et al, “Providing Data Ut ility  

on  Cloud  us ing  Slicing  method  and  Dynamic 

Auditing Protocol the use of Third Party Audito r to  

main tain  In tegrity  o f Data .”  

 A technique provides a new approach referred to as 

cuttingto privateness-preserving data. Slicing 

overcomes the constraints of generalization and 

bucketization and preserves betterapplication even as 

defensive in opposition to privateness threats in 

cloud. That proposed an green and inherentlyrelaxed 

dynamic auditing protocol which audits the 

datachanges in the cloud periodically and also on 

every occasion auditordesires to take a look at it. 

Also dynamic data modifications also are audited. 

Furthermore, auditing scheme incurs less 

communicationfee and much less computation fee of 

the auditor through shifting the computing masses of 

auditing from the auditor to the server,which 

substantially improves the auditing performance and 

can be applied to massive-scale cloud storage 

structures. 

3) C. W ang , Q. W ang , K. Ren , and  W . Lou , 

“Privacy-retaining public auditing for records garage 

p ro tect ion  in  cloud  comput ing .”  

Motivate the general public auditing machine of data 

storage security in Cloud Computing and offer a 

privateness –retainingauditing protocol. Our scheme 

allows an outside auditor to audit user’s cloud data 

with out learning the data content material.This 

scheme is the first to assistscalable and green 

privateness keeping public garage auditing in cloud. 

Scheme achieves batch auditing in whicha couple of 

delegated auditing duties from special users may be 

executed concurrently through the TPA in a 

privacypreserving way. TPA could now notknow-

how approximately the data content material stored at 

the cloud server at some stage in the efficient 

auditing manner, which no longer simplestremoves 

the load of cloud user from the tedious and in all 

likelihood highly-priced auditing mission, however 

additionally lessen the user’sworry in their 

outsourced data leakage.TPA may additionally 

concurrently manage multiple audit periods from 

different clients for theiroutsourced data documents; 

we similarly increase our privateness preserving 

public auditing protocol right into a multiuser setting, 

in whichthe TPA can carry out more than one 

auditing responsibilities in a batch way for higher 

efficiency. 

4) J. Yuan and S. You, “Efficien t  pub lic in tegrity  

checking for cloud information sharing  with  mult i-

pers on  change.”  

The writer designed dynamic public integrity 

auditing scheme with organization user revocation. 
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Yuan and we not bear in minddata secrecy of 

organization clients of their scheme meaning scheme 

efficaciously help plaintext records replace and 

integrityauditing now not cipher textual content 

statistics. Design polynomial authentication tag and 

undertake proxy tag update approach. If data 

ownerpercentage group key with organization clients 

and defection or revocation arise any group user will 

force to other group user toreplace their shared key. 

Sometime data proprietor no longer participate in 

user revocation phase, in which many time cloud 

serverreplace the records and offer data legally 

closing. 

5) B. W ang , B. Li, and  H. Li, “Oru ta: Privacy -

p reserving public auditing for shared records  with in  

the cloud .”  

Oruta consider the way to audit the integrity of 

shared records in cloud with static institution. Group 

is predefined before shareddata created in cloud. 

Membership of users is steady in the organization. 

Original user comes to a decision who's capable of 

percentage data tothe cloud before outsourcing. 

Problem in these schemes is a way to audit the 

integrity of shared data in cloud withdynamic 

institution. New user introduced onto group but 

present user may be revoked throughout data sharing. 

6) D. Catalano and D. Fiore, “Vector commitments  

and their applications,” in Public Key Cryptography” 

This paper introduce new easy and powerful 

dedication mechanism ought to no longer permit a 

sender to alternate mind approximatelydedicated 

message. VC Scheme is collection of six-polynomial 

time Vs. Permits to commit ordered sequence of q 

fee(m1........Mg) to unmarried message Vc require role 

binding to delight approach two unique price at the 

identicalposition. Vs. Require hiding updatable 

property, Use two algorithm to update the dedication 

and opening message.First algorithm permits 

committer who created dedication and need to 

updatechanging message. Second algorithmlets in 

holders of an opening of message to update. 

 

III. CLOUD TECHNOLOGY 

APPROACHES 

Herein paper, we additionally study the problem of 

interpretingpublic integrity auditing for shared 

dynamic data withgroup user revocation. Our 

contributions are three folds: 

1) We explore on the secure and efficient shared data 

integrate auditing for multi-user operation 

forciphertext database. 

2) By incorporating the primitives of 

victorcommitment, asymmetric group key agreement 

and 

group signature, we propose an efficient data auditing 

scheme while at the same time providing some new 

features, such as traceability and countability. 

3) We provide the security and efficiency analysis of 

ourscheme, and the analysis results show that our 

schemeis secure and efficient. 

 

 

 

Fig.1: System Architecture 

 

1. Us ab ility : All cloud storage services reviewed 

during this topic have desktop folders for Mac’s and 

PC’s. this permitsusers to pull and drop files between 

the cloud storage and their native storage. 

2. Bandwid th :We'll avoid emailing files to people 

and instead send an online link to recipients through 

your email. 

3. Acces s ib ility : hold on files is accessed from 

anyplace via web affiliation. 

4. Dis as ter Recovery : it's extremely suggested that 

companies have AN emergency backup arrange 

prepared within thecase of AN emergency. Cloud 
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storage is used as a back‐up arrange by businesses by 

providing a second copy ofnecessary files. These 

files ar hold on at a foreign location and may be 

accessed through a web affiliation. 

5. Price Sav ings : Businesses and organizations will 

typically scale back annual in operation prices by 

exploitation cloudstorage; cloud storage prices 

regarding three cents per G to store knowledge 

internally. Users will see extra pricesavings as a 

result of it doesn't need internal power to store data 

remotely. 

Dis advan tages :- 

1. Us ability : use caution once exploitation drag/drop 

to maneuver a document into the cloud storage 

folder. this can forgood move your document from its 

original folder to the cloud storage location. Do a 

duplicate and paste rather thandrag/drop if you would 

like to retain the document’s original location 

additionally to moving a duplicate onto the 

cloudstorage folder. 

2. Bandwid th : many cloud storage services have a 

particular information measure allowance. If a 

corporation surpasses  

the given allowance, the extra charges can be 

important. However, some suppliers permit unlimited 

information 

measure. this is often an element that firms ought to 

contemplate once watching a cloud storage supplier. 

3. Acces s ib ility : If you've got no web affiliation, 

you've got no access to your knowledge. 

4. Knowledge Security : There ar issues with the 

protection and privacy of necessary knowledge hold 

on remotely. thechance of personal knowledge 

commingling with alternative organizations makes 

some businesses uneasy. If we wouldlike to grasp a 

lot of regarding those problems that govern 

knowledge security and privacy, here is a stimulating 

articleon the recent privacy debates. 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We propose asystem to understand effective and 

secure data integrityauditing for share dynamic data 

with multi-user alteration. The scheme vector 

dedication, Asymmetric Group Key Agreement 

(AGKA) and groupsignatures with user revocation 

are adopt to achieve the data integrity auditing of 

remote data. Beside the public recordsauditing, the 

merging of the 3 primitive enable our scheme to 

outsource cipher text database to remote cloudand 

support secure institution users revocation to shared 

dynamic information. We provide safety evaluation 

of our scheme, and itsuggests that our scheme 

provide records confidentiality for group users,and 

it's also secure towards the collusion attackfrom the 

cloud storage server and revoked organization users . 
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